
BRINGING HEALTHY 
AND FRESH DAYLIGHT 
INTO YOUR HOME 
OR WORKPLACE



Do you live in a dark home or flat?
Do you work an office, a shop, or a factory without enough sunlight?

Is there little sunlight on your staircase, in your hall 
or your bathroom?

The central part of a home 
without a Lightway sun tunnel 

is almost dark while the 
rooms and facade are well-lit.
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Lightway collects daylight from the sky - 
either from the roof or from the outer wall 
of the building. It then transmits healthy 
sunlight down into rooms where natural 
light is ordinarily not available during 
the day. These are the inner rooms of 
a building where windows cannot be 

installed. Lightway even brings light into 
underground rooms.

Lightway sun tunnels can bring daylight into rooms 
where there are no windows in various ways.
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Lightway
Hand 
Manufacturing 
and Cutting 
of Crystal

Lightway produces sun tunnels that 
have a light collector made from 
Bohemia Crystal glass. Th is kind of 
dome will perform on a building’s 
facade for decades with no change in its 
capacity to effi  ciently collect sunlight 
and send it into the light tube. Ordinary 
sun tunnel producers by contrast make 
their domes from plastic materials.

Do you know why transparent window 
panes are not made of plastic? It is 
because just aft er a few years the view 
through them would be browned from 
the sun and scratched by the dust fl ying 
through the air. Th is is why we produce 
sun tunnels from high-quality glass - 
crystal domes - that collect sunlight 
from the roof or the facade 
of a building.

Why does Lightway make their light-collecting domes from crystal glass? It is the only producer in the world that 
offers this technology. Crystal glass domes do not distort the colours of sunlight and are unchanged in their sunlight 

permeability even after many decades. Unlike plastic domes they are self-cleaning. Smog and dust do not stick 
to the crystal glass dome as they do with plastic models, where airborne particles bake onto its surface.

Lightway is the only producer currently that uses 
glass, crystal domes for their sun tunnels. Th e 
result is that they collect more pure sunlight from 
the roof or the side of a building. Th e dome does 
not turn brown or off  white over time as it does 
with plastic domes.

The Story of the Crystal Dome
Watch a short video 
on your smart phone 
or tablet.

On the history of  Bohemia Crystal: How the dome 
is produced and the purpose of Bohemia Crystal 
in a sun tunnel.

Jakub Brandalík
Founder of Lightway
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Lightway Crystal

There is a sun tunnel that begins with a crystal glass dome on the roof. Normal 
sun tunnels typically have plastic domes. If the dome is made of glass and 

crystal it has a guarantee that it will not turn brown and dust will not stick to it. 
This means plenty of healthy sunlight in the hallway, in bathrooms, in walk-in 

wardrobes, children’s rooms or in the kitchen and anywhere without windows.

Crystal Glass dome

When you need to bring sunlight from a pitched or a flat roof 
and you want it to work for decades without fail

Thanks to the crystal glass dome on the roof it is the most often 
installed sun tunnel

The effective length of the light tube is typically 20metres

Lightway Crystal production line:
LW 200 Crystal HP
LW 300 Crystal HP
LW 400 Crystal HP
LW 600 Crystal HP
LW 800 Silver
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Insulation component Blue Performance
serves to prevent water condensation 
and heat loss

Glass diffuser 
of incoming sunlight

Energy-efficient 
and high-performance 
source of light at night. 
Ceramic LED core chip

Crystal glass dome 
on the roof

Sunlight

Roof

Ceiling

Light pipe for transmitting 
rays of daylight. 
The reflectice layer 
is made of sterling silver.

Lightway Crystal
For transmitting sunlight from flat 
roofs and lighting up rooms inside 
buildings

The LIGHTWAY head of the sun tunnel is made from crystal glass. It collects sunlight from the 
sky and transmits it into the tube leading the sunlight from the roof into rooms inside a dark 
house. And, because it is made of crystal glass, dust does not stick to it and nor does it turn 
brown or yellow like as plastic domes would.

Lightway Crystal 
Glass dome
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Lightway Galaxy 1200
The highest performing sun tunnel on offer and it is a true sunlight collector. The 
main collection mirror measures 1,200 mm in diameter, but the light transport 
tube leading through the roof and inside the building has a diameter of only 
520 mm. This allows extremely high performance without the need for such 

a large hole in the construction.

When you need to bring sunlight from a flat 
or pitched roof

This sun tunnel collects 8 (EIGHT) times more 
sunlight than classic types of sun tunnel and 
delivers it up to distances of 50 metres

When you need to light up large spaces over 
a long distance

<

<

<

Collector of daylight
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Anti-reflection collecting 
glass Clearvision

Dust-repellant 
nano-layer

Large sunlight collector - 
super-reflective optical layer 
of STERLING silver for collection 
of sunlight

Special lens 
for directing flow 
of light into the tube

High-temperature 
tube insulation

Blue Performance heat 
insulation component 
against water condensation 
and heat loss

Black Star sunlight flow diffuser made from 
hand-cut Bohemia Crystal glass

The ceramic-LED core chip 
is a high-performance 
and energy-efficient source 
of light during the night

The small diameter of the tube at the point of roof entry 
allows installation in places where it was once impossible 
due to large tube diameters, heavy weight on the 
load-bearing construction and thermal stress.

Lightway Galaxy Two parabolic mirrors collect and focus large amounts of sunlight down 
through the sun tunnel tube and into the rooms inside a buildingLightway Galaxy 1200. Typical placement of sunlight collector on the roof. The active mirrored surface 

is covered with special glass. Sunlight is then led into the building itself through a 520 mm diameter tube. 
Meanwhile, the collector surface has a diameter of 1,200 mm, which ensures huge performance and 
plenty of daylight inside the building.

Lightway collector 
of the daylight
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Lightway F400
A frequent wish of customers in cities who want more healthy sunlight in their 

flats, homes, or offices is to bring it in through the wall of the building. They have 
dark rooms far from the roof, and leading the light tubes through several floors 

of a high-rise building is impractical.

Also quite common is the need to bring sunlight underground where offices and living spaces are created mostly in 
bigger cities. Here is an effective solution. Real sunlight in rooms where it was previously impossible. Light collector 

Lightway F400 on the outer walls of the building sends sunlight through horizontal tubes into hallways or bathrooms 
or other apartment rooms, which previously were dark and without natural light.

If you cannot install a sun tunnelon the roof, put it on the exterior wall 
of the building.

This unique sun tunnel collects 5 (FIVE) times more light than a standard 
sun tunnel and easily transmits it over distances of up to 30 m

The outside diameter of the light collector on the building’s exterior 
is 550 mm in diameter. But the sun tunnel tubing itself is a mere 156 mm 
or 220 mm in diameter, ensuring easy passage through the opening 
in the wall and worry-free passage of tubing under the roof and into 
interior rooms.

<

<

<

Sun tunnel from the side wall
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Typical placement of light 
collector Lightway F400 
on the exterior wall of the 
building. Under the special 
glass one can see the main 
mirror inside with a layer 
of sterling silver, which 
collects crystal-clear daylight 
and sends it through the 
smaller mirror, into the sun 
tunnel tubing and into the 
building. 

Healthy sunlight thus enters 
deep into the home, office, 
or even a shop. Lightway sun 
tunnels bring light to places 
where light from windows 
cannot reach.

-

-

Anti-reflection collecting 
glass Clearvision

Sun tunnel from the side wall

Dust-repellant nano-layer

Large sunlight collector - 
super-reflective optical layer 
of sterling silver for collection 
of sunlight

Blue Performance heat insulation 
component against water 
condensation and heat loss

Black Star sunlight flow diffuser made 
from hand-cut Bohemia Crystal glass

Lightway F400 Bringing daylight from a side wall and illuminating rooms, which are located 
deep down inside buildings and that normally do not receive natural daylight.

Sun tunnel from 
the side wall
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A staircase like this would be dark without 
a sun tunnel.

Wherever there is daylight, work goes 
more smoothly and quickly. There are many 
people, however, who have to spend their 
working day under artificial light.

The building authorities would not allow 
a large window in the roof. Lightway 
installed a sun tunnel from the courtyard 
and now there is sunlight in the room.

A crystal glass dome on the roof collects 
sunlight. It does not age like the classic plastic 
made domes. Plastic domes turn yellow and 
brown and block the light flow.

These children would otherwise have to use 
electric lighting. Lightway doesnot have to be 
switched off; daylight is free.

Have you noticed that salespeople in 
shopping centres rarely work under sunlight? 
This store is a shining exception.

Lightway proves itself in offices. People 
working there have better moods and their 
eyes donot hurt.

This is how guiding sunlight through a 
light tube can look. Its length can be up to 
50metres and it can bend at a 90-degree 
angle.

We often find dark kitchens without sunlight. 
Lightway can solve this.

Lightway will not send you an electricity bill. 
You get the sunlight for free and a small 
bonus with it: higheremployee satisfaction.

Children learn more effectively under 
sunlight. According to medical research, 
sunlight can prevent the development 
of mental illness.

The number of installed Lightway sun 
tunnels has been increasing every month for 
seventeen (17) years. You, too, can help get 
sunlight into buildings.

Such a dark hallway without natural light 
is a common occurrence. It is possible to solve 
it by installing Lightway.

Sunlight in a shopping centre: A luxury or 
a practicality? Studies show that people buy 
more when there is good sunlight in the shop.

Lightway increases people’s productivity 
and lowers illness thanks to the beneficial 
effects of sunlight.

This is a factory building with an office inside. 
How to get sunlight inside? Lightway can do 
it and fulfil hygienic norms for lighting with 
sunlight.
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Lightway Black Star

Lightway Black Star diffuser of daylight 
made of hand-cut Crystal Glass.

Diffuser of the sunlight brought through the sun tunnel. It is placed on the ceiling or on a side 
wall of the room. It is formed as a single massive piece of crystal glass of the brand 

Bohemia Crystal Glass. A master glass craftsman hand-cuts it into the shape of the legendary 
diamond Black Star. The frame is made from aluminum or stainless steel.

Black Star comes in three shapes of decorative frames. They are made of aluminum or stainless steel. The massive 
crystal glass perfectly and interestingly spreads the sunlight through the room and adds a play of colours and hues 

as only a large diamond knows how.

Diameter: 600 mm or 800 mm
Weight: 105 Kg (max)
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Diffuses sunlight brought through the 
sun tunnels into the room and illuminates 
the space. Shining with sunlight, these 
massive crystal glass stalactites are made 
from internationally renowned Bohemia 
Crystal.

The massive crystal glass cones hang from 
a stainless steel base. It is wonderful to 
observe how it presents sunlight and how 
the colours take full advantage of the 
additional beauty lighting the room.

Length: 200 mm to 500 mm
Diameter: 600 mm or 800 mm
Weight: 120 Kg

Diffuses the sunlight brought into the room 
by the sun tunnel. It is the end of the sun 
tunnel on the ceiling and creates a dazzling 
play of light and the colour spectrum. The 
massive, hand-cut piece is made of Bohemia 
Crystal glass, known world-wide for its high 
quality. It is never the same as thousands 
of bubbles and sharply cut edges carry out 
an intriguing game of fractured sunlight. 
It is an original in every moment.

Diameter: 600 mm or 800 mm
Height: 450 mm
Weight: 210 Kg

Lightway
Concorde

Lightway
Universum
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Sunlight brought inside the building 
is led through the room’s ceiling and 
into crystal glass rods of 5 mm 
or 10 mm diameters. They are hung 
on a transparent base. The weight-
bearing construction is comprised 
of steel. The crystal glass rods emit 
a myriad of sunlight rays into the 
space of the room. 

Diameter: 600 mm and 800 mm
Length: 450 mm
Weight: From 75 Kg

Sunlight is brought through the sun tunnel 
into the massive crystal glass. The piece is 
hand-cut by a glass master and shines in the 
clear colours of natural sunlight. For night 
hours, Lightway can be equipped with 
a source of light of the most modern ceramic 
LED core chip. The frame is made from 
stainless steel or aluminum.

Height: 450 mm
Diameter: 600 mm and 800 mm
Weight: 205 Kg

Lightway
Solus

Lightway
Odeon
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It is necessary to diffuse the sunlight that the sun tunnel brings into the room and this 
component does precisely that. It is produced from top quality glass, which does not 
age, does not scratch with cleaning and does not distort the colours of sunlight. At first 
sight you will recognize that it is real glass: it works masterfully with natural light. It 
wastes none of it as it spreads light throughout the room in all its natural colours. 

Available in diameters: 600 mm and 800 mm
Weight: Up to 70 Kg

A collection of crystal glass Japanese Origami 
animals according to the customer’s wishes.
Sunlight from the sun tunnel plays in colour 
and light fractures with an impressive design 
admired by everyone who loves sunlight and 
crystal glass.

Available by request in diameters 
of 600 mm and 800 mm

Extraordinarily luxurious diffuser of the sunlight 
delivered through Lightway sun tunnels. Only 
for the most selective customers. The authentic 
gold-coated component made of crystal glass raises 
the space to a stellar level. The beautiful dynamics 
of sunlight unite with the world’s most valuable 
material and the sophistication of crystal glass.

Available in diameters: 600 mm and 800 mm
Weight: Up to 75 Kg

The gold-plated masterpiece of the glass 
professional Bohemia Crystal. It will diffuse 
the sunlight entering the rooms of a select few. 

Available in diameters: 600 mm and 800 mm
Weight: Up to 75 Kg

The structure of the diffuser of sunlight from 
the sun tunnel is designed for minimal loss of light 
and for effective diffusion throughout the space 
of the building. It is produced by the renowned 
crystal glass connoisseurs, Bohemia Crystal.

Available in diameters: 600 mm and 800 mm
Weight: Up to 95 Kg

Lightway
Caterham

East Collection

Pagani Gold

Lightway set of Crystal Glass diffusers

Avantgarde Gold

Royal Navy
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Fresh sunlight brought through the sun 
tunnel enters the upper part of the column 
of massive crystal glass and flows through 
its body.

The load-bearing construction of the 
column is steel. Massive crystal components 
are stacked horizontally. In the lower part, 
the light column is equipped with modern 
light source ceramic LED core chips, 
imparting a flow of light from the lower 
section in an upward direction.

Height: From 2.5 m to 8 m
Diameters: 600 mm and 800 mm
Weight: From 1,200 Kg

A column full of sunlight brought into the 
building through the sun tunnel. The glass 
elements from massive crystal are stacked 
vertically and thanks to the twisting load-
bearing steel construction they shape 
a spiral flowing with currents of sunlight.
In the lower part shines modern ceramic 
LED core chips so that both types of light 
meet in the centre of the column. World-
famous Bohemia Crystal glass is used in the 
production of the glass component.

Height: From 2.5 m to 8 m
Diameters: 600 mm and 800 mm
Weight: From 1,300 Kg

Lightway
Empire

Massive crystal hand-cut 
glass full of natural 
daylight

Massive crystal hand-cut 
glass radiates healthy 
daylight

Lightway
Metropolitan
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Schematic Design

Central Park Construction

Length 
covered 
58 metres

Lightway has installed 60-metre long 
sun tunnels transporting sunlight through 
the centre of a high-rise building.

Sunlight is often lacking in hallways and in stairwells. In 
high-rise buildings valuable space along the windows is used 
for offices or apartments. But what if it is necessary to have 
sunlight on stairways? Thanks to Lightway Individual sun 
tunnels, you do not have to situate stairways along the facade, 
where windows are the natural source of sunlight. This means 
you do not have to waste valuable usable space. Sunlight on 
a dark stairway or in an unlit corridor is provided by a tube 
designed so that every floor emits sunlight from the walls.

Lightway Tower

Lightway
Piccadilly

The sunlight the sun tunnel brings into 
the building flows through the glass crystal 
column. Massive crystal glass has the ability 
to lead light along its entire length.

For a highlighted effect, the lower part of the 
column is equipped with cutting-edge ceramic 
LED core chips, giving off an expressive glow 
against the sunlight flowing through the upper 
part of the column. Suitable for open spaces 
or as an extraordinarily remarkable installation 
in a smaller closed space.

Height: From 2.5 m to 8 m
For diameters of 600 mm and 800 mm
Weight: From 1,100 Kg

Massive crystal hand-cut 
glass emits real, natural 
daylight.
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Lightway produces and installs crystal sun tunnels and their accessories.

Lines of crystal sun tunnels:

Accessories:

Among Lightway 
accessories you 
will find other 
installation materials 
and components for 
professional sun tunnel 
installation. These 
include the following.

Insulation set for pitched roofs
Roof flashing produced from metal
Connection sets for roof vapour barriers
Connection sets for roof vapour-permeable membranes
Square sunlight diffusersfor rooms
Stabilization sets of sockets and cables for long conduits of tubes
Insulation sets for installation on tin roofing

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

Bring more healthy natural sunlight from pitched and flat roofs, or from the outside walls of buildings, into your 
home’s or work dark rooms where there are no windows and fresh sunlight would otherwise be missing.

Lightway Galaxy 1200

Largest supply of daylight

Lightway Blue 
Performance

Lightway Crystal HP

Glass and daylight the best 
connection

Lightway Crystal

Lightway F 400

Conducting daylight from 
the side walls

Lightway Electric 
Dimmer

Lightway Tower

The longest sun tunnnels

Lightway Ceramic Led 
Core Chip 30 W

The highest performing sun tunnel with 
mirror collector and sunlight amplifier. 
The advantage is the large 1,200 mm 
diameter collector on the roof, and the 
smaller 520 mm diameter light tube 
passing into the building construction 
itself. It is ideal for long distances or 
anywhere that high amounts of light are 
needed. Gigantic.

A unique insulation component 
against water condensation and 
leakage from the sun tunnel, 
heat loss in winter and against 
overheating during summer. 
Other producers have no 
effective means of preventing 
these problems.

Crystal glass dome catching daylight 
everywhere. Installation on pitched 
or flat roof.

Lightway 200 Crystal HP
Lightway 300 Crystal HP
Lightway 400 Crystal HP
Lightway 600 Crystal HP
Lightway 800 Silver

Crystal glass roof dome-the upper part of the 
sun tunnel that does not age. It does not turn 
brown or white in the sun as occurs with plastic 
domes. Thanks to crystal glass it is resistant to 
scratching from airborne sand and dust particles. 
Plastic domes, on the other hand, are affected by 
wind and weather after a short time and then do 
not let as much sunlight through. Crystal glass 
is self-cleaning due to its very hard and resistant 
surface and dust and smog does not stick to it. 
These airborne particles bake onto the plastic 
domes under the effects of sun and pollution.

Lightway developed crystal technology through 
their own research and it is the only company 
in the world successfully using the technology 
- now for over fifteen years. Light collected by 
this kind of glass dome is sufficient for lighting 
rooms and the natural colours of sunlight are 
not distorted as would be the case with plastic 
domes.

A special sun tunnel with mirror 
collector and amplifier for 
installation on the exterior wall 
of a building and leading light into 
the depths of the building where 
normally there is no sunlight.

A dimmer for rooms where we 
donot always want sunlight. You 
can close the sun tunnel with an 
electric cover for darkness, and 
then let it shine again whenever 
you want.

A unique solution for high-rise 
constructions, lighting every floor 
with sunlight brought in through 
one tube of dimension 2,000 mm x 
1,500 mm from the roof. Individual 
design and calculation is necessary.

Cutting edge LED lighting technology 
known from the reflectors of the best 
cars. An energy-efficient source of 
light that is so effective it replaces the 
daytime performance of the sun tunnel.
When it is dark outside you turn on the 
sun tunnel like a classic lamp and you 
have no need for another light source.

Crystal glass Stop condensation of water
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Before the invention of the light bulb, halogen 
spot lights and super-modern LEDs the situation 
was still good. The classic, no longer produced, 
filament bulb burned with an orange-yellow 
colour and was quite similar to fire. 

If you switch on a halogen or LED light in the 
evening these days, your body starts to think that 
it is a different time of daythan evening or night. 
It starts to behave as if it was already morning or 
noon. What is the resulting effect on your sleep, 
then? This concerns not only the length of your 
sleep but the quality of sleep and its important 
phases.

The colour of light, its wavelengths, is a signal 
for the control centre of the body regarding its 
settings at various times of day - biorhythm. 
When using modern lighting, it can happen that 
a person starts to suffer from insomnia or does not 
go through the proper phases of healthy sleep.

Humans have been using electricity for lighting 
for 150 years. Fluorescent lamps have been 
popular for the last fifty years while energy-
efficient and LED diodes have been used for 
a relatively short ten years.

For many thousands of years, however, evenings 

and nights were lit with natural fire light in its 
various forms. And, the genes in our bodies 
know this. Depression, insomnia, fatigue from 
lack of sleep, irritation - all of this can come 
from spending evenings under artificial modern 
lighting. 

Lightway has prepared its own design and 
production of lights from crystal glass with the 
600 years of glasswork tradition of Bohemia 
Crystal behind it. The source of light in this case 
is fire. Despite all the modern lighting options, 
you can at least partially give your body the proper 
signals in the evenings and at night thanks to the 
natural flickering of flame and its colours. The 
body has been waiting thousands of years for this 
well-known signal.

In addition you receive the bonus of the play of 
light reflected inside massive crystal pieces of 
hand-cut Bohemia glass. Lightway presents to you 
its own collection titled Candella. We wish you 
beautiful evenings and experiences with glass from 
Bohemia Crystal and the reflection of flames from 
special candles produced from soy that are not 
harmful and burn for long periods.

We also wish you days filled with success and joy 
without fatigue, depression and nervousness.

A Lightway sun tunnel brings you natural sunlight during the 
day. And, what about evenings and nights? In the evening, 
when it is dark outside, artificial light is turned on.

LIGHTWAY

CANDELLA
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Lightway
Candella 
Pietro
Hand-cut massive
Crystal Glass & Metal

Height: 500 mm
Width: 380 mm
Depth: 250 mm

Lighting Candella in the 
evening means relaxation and 
an exceptional atmosphere. 

Bohemian, hand-cut, crystal 
glass plays among the flame, 
creating unimagined patterns. 
There is no more suitable 
material that would present 
a flame as the natural light 
source known to us for 
thousands of years.
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Lightway
Candella 
Swiss
Hand-cut massive 
Crystal glass

Diameter: 520 mm
Height: 450 mm

Bohemia hand-cut crystal’s most 
valuable characteristic is in 
its reflection of the light well-
discernable in candle light.

This original creation turns your 
evening into the mingling 
of natural light reflection from 
the fire we have enjoyed every 
evening, every night for many 
thousands of years before 
the invention of light bulbs.
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Lightway
Candella 
Harman 

Hand-cut massive 
Crystal glass

Diameter: 300 mm
Width: 350 mm

Flames inside hand-cut 
Bohemia Crystal. This 
characterizes Candella 
Harman.

A natural source of magic light 
for those evenings and nights 
when you donot want to use 
electric bulbs. You surely know 
that fire guided the countless 
nights of your ancestors and 
you pay tribute to them. And, 
meanwhile some interesting 
thoughts may occur to you.
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Lightway
Candella 
Palazzo

Hand-cut massive 
Crystal glass

Diameter: 300 mm
Width: 200 mm

Crystal, massive, hand-cut 
glass and a natural light 
source from flame. From 
ancient times until the present, 
flame and its flickering have 
given us a feeling of home 
and comfort.
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TOP TIPS ON CHOOSING 
THE RIGHT SUN TUNNELS

OR SUN PIPES7

A GUIDE FOR PROPERTY 
OWNERS CHOOSING 
A SUN TUNNEL
(ALSO CALLED SUN PIPE, SUN TUBE OR LIGHT TUBE)
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The following provides some useful insights about 
sun tunnels, which are sometimes also referred to 
as sun tubes, sun pipes or light tubes. 

So, if you want to have a sun tunnel that provides 
real daylight in rooms that have been fairly dark 
and gloomy, then please read the top tips to help 
you make a more informed decision.

Choose a sun tunnel with a roof dome 
made from quality Bohemia crystal glass.

This picture shows a crystal glass dome after a sun tunnel from Lightway has 
been installed on a pitched roof. The roof section of the sun tunnel is made from 
Bohemia Crystal glass, which is of high quality and a material guarateed not to 
change or degrade. This is particularly important for the transmission of day-
light particles.

There is no deterioration in the unit’s ability to catch real daylight when the 
dome is made from Bohemia Crystal glass. However, if the dome is manufac-
tured from plastic material, in a very short space of time unwanted changes 
occur in the colours and the surface will become scratched from dust particles in 
the air during windy conditions - worsening every month. A dome made from 
crystal glass is immune against ageing caused by the sun and air pollution.

Do you know why the transparent section of 
a window is normally made from glass and 
NOT from clear plastic? This photo shows 
a typical plastic-type sun tunnel dome just 
18 months after being installed on a roof 
and having experienced various weather 
conditions. The combination of sun and 
dust in the air terribly affects the surface of 
plastic-made domes. By contrast a Lightway 
crystal glass dome is completely resistant 
under any conditions and stays clear for 
decades to come.

1
TIP
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A sunny winter day in California 
or in Italy. Do you want more 
sun on these days?

Overcast weather conditions in Northern 
Europe. Do you want more clear daylight 
on such days?

Select a sun tunnel designed for overcast 
conditions and where sunshine is absent. 2

TIP

Light pipes, sun tunnels or sun tunnels 
were originally developed for hot climates 
in places like Australia and California. 
Many manufacturers attempted to copy the 
technology and it was perfectly fine when 
daylight tube systems were sold and installed 
in those geographies where pipes can catch the 
direct sun. However, with overcast conditions 
their performance is low. 

With many types of plastic domes you can see 
the impact of the rays of direct sun light on 
them over time. Where there are clear skies 
and direct sun every sun tunnel is extremely 
functional, effective and will bring enough 
light in to a room. However, the true test 
comes when it‘s overcast and there is no 
sunshine. Imagine winter or spring time when 
one wants more daylight. 

On plastic domes the lenses prevent light 
travelling inside a building as the rays are not 
strong enough to penetrate the structure. 
So, always opt for sun tunnels that are able 
to catch more daylight when it‘s overcast to 
ensure the best results.

The fact is that a crystal glass dome will not 
change and you will receive sufficient clear 
daylight - even when the sun is not shining 
brightly outside.

If you have a crystal glass dome on your roof, 
you have the guarantee of decades of durability 
and no discolouring of the dome. Compared to 
domes manufactured from plastic materials, a 
glass dome is self washable and no air pollution 
will stick to the surface of the glass. Furthermore, 
there is no change in the glass material’s structure 
and it‘s unaffected by dust abrasion in the 
atmosphere in windy conditions. 

Over just a few months one can really see 
significant changes with a typical plastic 
dome, whereby a barrier is created that hinders 
translucency - i.e. good transmission of daylight. 
And, given that we are fighting for every small 
inch of daylight it really helps to have a dome 
that has high translucency. 

A glass dome can also be washed with detergents 
after twenty years of use and there will be no 
damage after washing. But here one needs to ask 
some basic questions. For  example:  Why are 
windows not made from plastic?; Why are they 
made from glass?; and, Have you seen plastic 
materials used with such domes 2-3 years after 
being installed and how did it appear?

Bohemia crystal 
glass dome from 
Lightway stays 
clear and remains 
attractive over 
many tens of 
years.

Photo showing 
the clear Bohemia 
crystal glass dome 
in the middle and a 
plastic dome after 
thirteen months of 
wear under British 
weather conditions.
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Choose a sun tunnel that will be fitted 
as a roof window but with a glass-shaped 
round dome on the roof that attracts 
the largest amount of  daylight - even in 
the worst weather conditions.

The market has 
developed sun tunnels 
incorporating a roof 
window (i.e. flat) instead 
of the most effective 
glass round-shaped roof 
dome to deal with snow, 
dirt and air-pollution.

In this picture you can see 
basic principle at work.

Zpětná reflexe na rovném povrchu skla střešního 
okna znamená ztrátu 30% intenzity světla

3
TIP

MIDDAY

MORNING

LATE MORNING

SPECIALLY DESIGNED 
LIGHTWAY DOME

ROOF

TUBE

It might seem like an interesting idea to 
have a sun tunnel where there is a flat 
roof window instead of a special shaped 
crystal glass dome up on the roof.  But 
choosing the former means 30% less 
daylight from the very outset. 

One should be aware that the flat glass 
area reflects daylight back to the sky 
instead of catching it. By contrast a 
rounded glass dome has a specially 
designed surface that catches 30% more 
daylight. This is particularly beneficial 
in countries in Northern European in 
winter time and when it‘s particularly 
overcast. 

If you choose roof window with flat glass 
instead of a round crystal glass dome, you 
will get less daylight as the elements (e.g. 
air pollution, dust and dirt) will easily 
stick to the surface of the flat glass. 

Roof windows too must be regularly 
cleaned. Just imagine having to go up on 
the roof and clean the glass every three 
months or so. Who will do this? You or 
your partner or do you pay someone else 
to do it for you? In winter you will also 
encounter darkness from such sun tunnel 
and especially so in snowy conditions. 
On the surface of the flat roof window 
snow sticks much more readily and for 
longer compared with a glass roof dome.

Select the sun tunnel that prevents condensation (i.e. forma-
tion of liquid drops of water from water vapour) inside or 
outside the tube and prevents heat losses in winter and heat 
gains in summer.

See the blue part in the picture. One 
can prevent condensation inside or 
outside the tubes and mould growing 
on your ceilings or roof construction. 
Critically it must be mounted in a po-
sition where the pipe cuts the thermal 
insulation of the building.

Lightway Blue Performance, anti-condensation 
unit itself. See double or triple glass inside filled 
by special gas argon.

4
TIP

Many owners of light pipes in Northern Europe 
have been suprised when they see the worst 
kinds of phenomena with their installations. The 
pipe is a very good conductor - effectively like 
a chimney - for differing temperatures between 
the inside and outside of a building. So, just 
imagine for a moment what happens, if +5 
degrees Celsius(°C) of cold air from the outside 
meets +21°C of hot air on the inside. The mix 
of temperatures all occurs within the aluminium 
tube at some point in the middle of the system. 

Now have you ever see water condensation and 
can you imagine what happens? Drops of water 
become bigger and start trickling down inside 
or even outside the tube. Not only is the ceiling 
wet, the roof construction is wet and drops of 
water can be found on the floor. Dangerous 
moulds occur and your children could breathe in 
polluted air with mould spores in the air floating 
around inside your rooms. As a result the joy of 
daylight in a home has gone. 
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Sunny climates of California and Italy are 
good geographies for installing sun pipes. 
Yet even in these places people have been 
surprised after seeing the condensation 
effects with certain types of pipes - e.g. 
water on ceilings, roof constructions and 
resulting damage to expensive floors.

Now if you ask your roofer or supplier how they 
solve the problem of condensation with a sun pipe 
you will probably get some interesting answers. 
Some manufacturers try to solve matters by using 
a double-glazed inner part in the sun tunnel (i.e. 
typically a double-glazed insulated diffuser that one 
sees on the ceiling from inside a building). Or, they 
deploy a double-glazed insulated roof part, with a 
double dome or double glass roof window. 

However, this is not effective. Double or triple glass 
must critically be mounted in a position where the 
tube cuts the thermal insulation within a building.

The ‘Blue Performance‘ anti-condensation unit is double 
or tripled glass, which is sealed in a block of plastic 
insulation and is properly connected to the thermal 
insulation of a building. This is the ONLY functional and 
effective solution. Daylight can be effectively transmitted, 
but different temperatures cannot meet and importantly 
it means NO CONDENSATION.

Ask a typical light pipe manufacturer to 
address the condesation problem. You will get 
an immediate  answer. It‘s either something 
along the lines that they don’t encounter 
condensation or the issue has been solved. If 
you are more curious, ask them how exactly 
it was solved. And, if you are not satfisfied 
then ask your architect, builder or roofer how 
exactly the condensation issue was solved in 
your pipe. 

One of the biggest and well known producers 
of sun pipes came up with an interesting but 
questionable concept. They recommended 
installing a plastic transparent partition inside 
the tube. The official reason given is that 
it prevents flows of air inside the tube and 
prevent condensation. 

From physics we know that this solution can 
be functional for the column of sealed air 
that is not greater than 18mm. But they have 
300mm or a few meters of columns of sealed 
air to contend with. The real purpose of this 
transparent ‘cork’ is to prevent the user seeing 

water inside the tube. When no water is on the 
inner part of the pipe, the customer cannot 
notice it and is therefore at ease.

From our experience over many years some 
customers recounted strange tales to us. For 
example, on certain winter nights they heard 
the sound of drums! Do you know what that 
is? The drumming sound can be explained 
by droplets of condensed water falling on the 
plastic plate inside the tube. That is until it’s 
full of water. 

By choosing a Blue Performance unit from 
Lightway (see: www.lightwaydaylight.co.uk/
products/blue-performance/) and having it 
properly installed at the point of a building‘s 
thermal insulation, heat losses will be 
prevented and unnecessary large heating bills 
will not be incurred. During summer months 
you will also avoid getting hot air inside 
the pipe because the Blue Performance unit 
prevents your rooms from overheating.

External and internal 
temperatures do not mix 
because the double-glass 
insulation unit (Blue 
Performance) is filled with 
argon gas and installed just 
at the point of the building’s 
thermal insulation

There is no thermal bridge 
as the tube is separated by 
a double-glass insulation 
layer which is filled with 
argon gas 

There is no thermal bridge 
as the tube is separated by 
a double-glass insulation 
layer which is filled with 
argon gas 

Crystal glass dome

Roof thermal 
insulation

Glass diffuser

Glass diffuser

Glass diffuser

Double layer 
plastic dome

Outside
Heat +30OC

Crystal glass dome

Outside
Cold +5OC

No 
condensation 

of water

No 
condensation 

of water

No cold 
air-conditioned 

air losses

Lightway Blue 
Performance

WINTERSUMMER

This shows different 
temperatures mixing 
inside a typical plastic 
dome installation and 
water condensation 
dripping on the ceiling

This shows different 
temperatures mixing 
inside a typical plastic 
dome installation and 
water condensation 
dripping on the ceiling

Dangerous 
thermal bridge

Roof thermal 
insulation

Outside
Heat +30OC

Risky 
dew
point

Risky 
dew
point

Unwanted 
air losses 

from 
air-conditioning

Unwanted 
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from 
air-conditioning

Standart 
Sun tunnel

Glass diffuser

Double layer 
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Dangerous 
thermal bridge

Roof thermal 
insulation

Standart 
Sun tunnel

External and internal 
temperatures do not mix 
because the double-glass 
insulation unit (Blue 
Performance) is filled with 
argon gas and installed 
just at the point of the 
building’s thermal insulation

Roof thermal 
insulation

No 
heat

losses

Ceiling
Air-conditioned
Cold air +20OC

Ceiling
Air-conditioned
Cold air +20OC

Ceiling
Air-conditioned
Cold air +20OC

Ceiling
Air-conditioned
Cold air +20OC

Lightway Blue 
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Choose the sun tunnel that has a highly 
effective reflective surface inside the tube 
made from real silver.

The different layers of 
reflective surface inside the 
light pipe ensures longevity 
and undistorted natural 
daylight. 

A real silver layer with 
extremely thin and flexible 
materials similar to glass 
layers will ensure the best 
reflectivity for decades.

5
TIP

Sunlight 
Entering 100%

Aluminum tube
With chemical
Vapor-deposited
Plasma layers
In a vacuum

DIAGRAM OF LIGHT DIRECTION AND DECOMPOSITION OF RAYS

Angle of reflection
45%

Scattered
Sunlight
After 
reflection

Of sunlight
Which continues 
after the 1st reflection

98% 

Sunlight 
Entering 100%

Aluminum 
tube

Laminated
Reflective
Foil

Angle of reflection
45%Scattered

Sunlight
After 
reflection

Of sunlight
Which continues 
after the 
1st reflection

50% 

DIAGRAM OF LIGHT DIRECTION 
AND DECOMPOSITION OF RAYS

Choose a sun pipe or sun tunnel 
that has a light diffuser inside 
the room made from real glass.

The diffusser for dispersing daylight inside a room that is made 
from real glass provides you a great amount of unaltered daylight 
and does not lose light transmittance for years.

6
TIP

Some manufacturers 
use reflective layers of 
self-adhesive plastic foil 
applied to the aluminium 
tube. What happens to 
this plastic foil? Well, after 
just a couple of years of 
changing temperatures 
and humidity it rapidly 
deteriorates.

CROSS SECTION OF THE REFLECTIVE LIGHTWAY SILVER SHEET 
METAL PHYSICAL VAPOUR DEPOSITION PROCESS APPLYING 
OF SUPERREFLECTIVE AND REFLECTION-ENHANCING 
LAYERS IN VACUUM

SYSTEM OF OPTICAL
SUPERREFLECTIVE LAYERS

REFLECTIVE LAYER
ON THE BASIS OF METALS

BONDING LAYER

BASE ALUMINIUM MATERIAL

CROSS SECTION OF METAL SHEET WITH PRE-MADE
SELF-STICKING REFLECTIVE FOIL

SELF-STICKING
REFLECTIVE FOIL
PRE-MADE

LAYER OF ADHESIVE
MATERIAL

BASE ALUMINIUM
MATERIAL

CROSS SECTION OF THE REFLECTIVE LIGHTWAY SILVER SHEET 
METAL PHYSICAL VAPOUR DEPOSITION PROCESS APPLYING 
OF SUPERREFLECTIVE AND REFLECTION-ENHANCING 
LAYERS IN VACUUM

SYSTEM OF OPTICAL
SUPERREFLECTIVE LAYERS

REFLECTIVE LAYER
ON THE BASIS OF METALS

BONDING LAYER

BASE ALUMINIUM MATERIAL

CROSS SECTION OF METAL SHEET WITH PRE-MADE
SELF-STICKING REFLECTIVE FOIL

SELF-STICKING
REFLECTIVE FOIL
PRE-MADE

LAYER OF ADHESIVE
MATERIAL

BASE ALUMINIUM
MATERIAL

The main purpose of a sun tunnel is to bring natural and healthy 
daylight into buildings. But critically it‘s important to try and 
find out what the reflective layer inside the tube of your pipe is 
made from. It’s very common that the reflective surface is made 
only from an aluminium layer. With this there is low reflectivity 
and the ratio between reflecting different colour rays of daylight is 
unbalanced.

The result with a 2-metre long tube can be more a case of yellow 
coloured light being transmitted, which cannot be regarded as a 
true daylight. You will be assured from the marketing literature you 
receive from some manufacturers/suppliers that their systems (i.e. 
light tubes) offer 99% reflectivity. But just ask them about what 
precise colour has the highest reflectivity. 

Fundamentally one needs to have an ideal reflective layer, which 
is high in reflectivity for every natural colour in the daylight 
spectrum. So, always ask for it on when selecting a sun pipe or sun 
tunnel. 

Also some producers put reflective layers of self-adhesive plastic 
foil on the tube’s surface. But how will this foil appear after 
three years? If it‘s on the inside of the tube, which has to handle 
humidity, large temperature differences and changing temperatures 
between summer and winter, it’s pretty likely that it will peel off 
and the reflectivity will rapidly dissappear. And, the result? The 
pipe will be dark. Just see the tube’s interior surface for yourself. 

The quickest way to recognise the highest quality tube with real 
silver and a special extremely thin layers of glass material is very 
easy. If you see sharp and bright objects as you would in the mirror 
then it’s the right one. While self-adhesive foil does offer some 
reflectivity it will nevertheless only allow 50% or less of possible 
daylight to find its way into a room during winter periods. So do a 
check if your sun tunnel incorporates a real silver layer.
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Lightway Universum: A massive 
hand-cut piece of Bohemia crystal 
glass from the hands of Czech 
glass masters. Weighing 210 kilos 
and with a diametre of 60 cm, it 
illuminates rooms by providing 
healthy natural daylight. This is 
channelled from the roof via a 
Lightway pipe. It helps counter 
depression and headaches once fully 
installed.

If you have sun pipe with a daylight 
diffuser made from plastic you will 
achieve poor results in terms of light just 
a short time after installation. The effect 
of the sun and alternating temperatures 
will create changes in the structure of 
plastic. Specifically, the plastic diffuser 
becomes a barrier against daylight and 
will negatively influence the true colours 
of real daylight. 

Clearly you want to install a sun tunnel 
because you need a substantial amount of 
real daylight and particularly over winter. 
So, if you have a real glass diffuser you 
will benefit from a material with great 
longevity that provides true daylight for 
many decades to come. And, it will not 
get scratched from cleaning as a plastic 
diffuser would. 

Furthermore, a glass diffuser spreads 
daylight evenly and efficiently around the 
room where you want increased light. 
Ask your roofer, builder or architect if 
your sun pipe has a real glass diffuser to 
transmit daylight down into the room 
in question. This is important as it has a 
huge bearing on the quality and amount 
of daylight you will receive.

Real daylight inside dark 
rooms where is no-
windows.

Catching natural 
daylight on the roof by 
the crystal glass dome.

Sun tunnels Lightway 
bringing real daylight 
into the dark areas 
inside any buildings.

Ask for a proposal and estimate from 
the professionals and make sure you 
have an installation of your chosen 
sun tunnel undertaken by experts.

Avoid letting a roofer or 
building worker install your 
sun tunnel. Give the job to the 
professionals who install sun 
pipes or sun tunnels every day.

Request a proposal and an 
estimate from the experts. A 
roofer can typically suggest the 
model that they can find in their 
favourite shop that might be on 
sale and will probably tell you 
anything you want to hear. Ask 
for a site visit from an expert and 
get a robust proposal.

7
TIP

If you ask manufacturers or suppliers of sun pipes for an 
installation, you will probably get the following response: 
“Yes, it‘s possible.“ However, they normally do not like this 
approach as it brings worries in terms of managing various 
things together. They like to send a box containing sun 
tunnel kit and tell you that it‘s simple and straightforward 
to install. 

However, be warned that many people who chose this 
option were suprised to find this was not the case. 
Installing a sun pipe or sun tunnel is much easier for the 
professional fitter as it’s the job they specialise in and do 
every day. For instance, they know exactly how to cut 
the hole, how to connect every layer of waterproofing, 
vapour bariers and diffusion foils in the roof to the system. 
They also know astute ways to prevent leakages and water 
condensation. 

It’s important to note as well that the quality and amount 
of light is influenced by a professional installation. There 
are many examples of where a good quality sun tunnel 
was severely impaired by as a ‘pseudo-professional‘ roofer 
or carpenter on the job. They need to learn how to install 
a sun pipe properly. However, are you really willing to 
pay them while they are effectively learning on the job 
and installing the pipe in your home? This aspect needs 
considering.

By far the better course of action is to ask for a site visit 
from an expert who designs sun tunnels professionally. 
They should ensure that you will receive the best solution 
and to the specifications you want. It’s not just a case of 
coming to your home to measure the roof and present you 
with brochures and a pricelist. They need to discuss with 
you your needs, your ideas on how much of light you want 
and the ultimate purpose of the installation.
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Lightway Daylight Ltd
Producer of Crystal sun tunnels

37 High Street
East Grinstead

RH19 3AF
West Sussex

United Kingdom

phone: 0333 20 20 976

www.LightwayDaylight.co.uk


